
Supplemental Movie A: Experiment Eb; setup example and high speed camera 

 

Supplemental Movie B: Initial plucking during each experiment 

Movie Time 

(min:sec) 

Experiment* Event Description 

0:11 Ga NA Plucking did not occur in this experiment 

0:29 Gb Jump adjusts Jump adjusts following a gate change (50:40 

minutes/seconds into experiment) 

0:34 Gb Lift Small tile in the recirculation zone below the step 

lifts; does not get plucked 

0:42 Gb Plucking Tiles on river right are plucked in the trough of the 

jump. Blocks bow up together and then are plucked 

via rotation.  

1:04 Ha Jump adjusts Jump adjusts following a gate change (50:35 

minutes/seconds into experiment) 

1:06 Ha Plucking Tiles on river right are plucked in the trough of the 

jump. Blocks bow up together and then are plucked 

via rotation. 

1:35 Hb Lift Block uplift initiates in the jump trough on river 

left.  

1:45 Hb  Plucking Multiple blocks are plucked following lift of the 

first block. 

Time (min:sec) Event Description 

0:07 Setup Blocks have been placed in the bed and the flume filled. The 

wire mesh is removed as flow stabilizes over the test bed. 

0:13 Removing bubbles Blocks are lifted or adjusted to release trapped bubbles.  

0:21 Flow adjusts An example of how the flow adjusts following a gate change. 

Note the labeled changes in water surface. Each line indicates 

previous water surface conditions.  

0:41 Jump forms Supercritical flow forms over the step and generates a 

hydraulic jump over the test bed. 

0:49 Plucking Initiation of plucking of model bedrock tiles begins in the toe 

of the hydraulic jump. Bed is initially planar and blocks have 

negligible protrusion. 

1:00 Repeat in slow 

motion 

Same experiment, captured with a high-speed camera. 

1:05 Block bowing Two neighbouring blocks bow up together in the flow. 

Ultimately, the downstream block lifts and is then plucked by 

rotation. The upstream block resettles to the bed. 

1:18 Upstream sliding Blocks downstream of the first block to be plucked slide 

upstream into the newly available space in the low-pressure 

zone of the jump toe. 

1:22 Plucking Blocks with exposed upstream edges are readily plucked by 

the flow. 

1:27 Upstream sliding Upstream sliding of the blocks continues. 

1:34 Plucking A block just below the bedrock step (2-tile step) is plucked. 

1:43-end Plucking; jump 

adjusts 

Plucking of blocks continues. Jump adjusts as plucked blocks 

accumulate on the bed. 



2:10 Ia Jump adjusts Jump moves downstream following a gate change 

(1 hour, 35:25 minutes/seconds into experiment) 

and establishes supercritical flow across the test 

bed. 

2:12 Ia Plucking Block farthest downstream on river right is plucked 

in supercritical flow. No further plucking occurred. 

2:27 Ib NA Plucking did not occur in this experiment 

2:40 Aa NA Plucking did not occur in this experiment 

3:02 Ab Plucking Block on river right is plucked in the trough of the 

jump via rotation. Its downstream neighbor quickly 

follows.  

3:18 Ja Blocks bow A group of blocks on river left bow up together.  

3:20 Ja Plucking Of the blocks that bowed up, the downstream group 

is plucked while the upstream group settles back to 

the bed and slides downstream before being 

plucked.  

3:47 Ka Plucking Blocks on river right are plucked in the trough of 

the jump. 

4:02 Bb Block 

vibration 

A group of blocks located below the downstream 

end of the jump vibrate on the bed. 

4:07 Bb Plucking A block situated in the zone of recirculation just 

below the step is plucked, allowing other blocks to 

slide upstream before they are plucked. 

4:26 Ca Plucking A block in the upstream, river right corner is 

plucked. This plucking event is not related to the 

main plucking event that occurred four minutes 

later. 

4:49 Ca Blocks bow A group of blocks in the trough of the jump bow up 

together. 

4:53 Ca Plucking A block on river right is plucked, followed quickly 

by its neighboring block on river left. The other 

blocks slide and are then plucked. 

5:11 Cb Jump adjusts Jump adjusts following a gate change (36:18 

minutes/seconds into experiment) 

5:15 Cb Plucking A block in the upstream, river right corner is 

plucked. 

5:20 Cb Plucking Continued plucking occurs. 

5:47 Da Jump adjusts Jump adjusts following a gate change (41:11 

minutes/seconds into experiment). 

5:52 Da Plucking Plucking occurs in the trough of the jump. 

6:18 Db Jump adjusts Jump adjusts following a gate change (35:24 

minutes/seconds into experiment). Jump migrates 

slightly downstream. 

6:24 Db Blocks lift A block on river left is lifted slightly. 

6:27 Db Plucking Blocks in the center of the flow are plucked. Two 

blocks are quickly drawn back upstream. 

6:31 Db Block lift A block on river right is lifted, but not fully 

plucked. 



6:51 Ea Plucking Blocks on river left bow up, and the downstream 

block in the pair is plucked via rotation. Its 

downstream neighbor quickly follows. 

7:27 Eb Plucking Blocks on river left bow up, and the downstream 

block in the pair is plucked via rotation. 

7:28 Eb Plucking A block in the zone of recirculation just below the 

step is plucked. 

7:40 Fa Plucking Plucking has already initiated. Blocks bow up 

together, the downstream block in the pair is 

plucked via rotation. Its neighbors quickly follow. 

8:20 Fb Plucking Blocks on river right bow up together, the 

downstream block in the pair is plucked. 

*Experiment color codes: Green = low slope (0.5%); Yellow = moderate slope (0.8%); Orange = high 

slope (1.2%) 

Supplemental Movie C: Upstream sliding of flipped blocks 

Time (min:sec) Event Description 

0:06 Initial 

conditions 

A block on channel right has partially lifted. It is not associated 

with the main plucking event. 

0:13 Plucking 

begins 

Blocks on channel left start to lift. 

0:38 Plucking A small block in the flume center plucks and initiates the main 

event. 

0:44 Blocks bow A group of blocks bow up together in the toe of the jump. 

0:54 Plucking Blocks in the center of the flow pluck and settle on the bed.  

1:11 Upstream 

sliding 

Blocks slide upstream and re-settle in the voids in the bed created 

from blocks that were plucked.  

 

Supplemental Movie D: Results of multilayer experiment 

Time (min:sec) Event Description 

0:05 Flow 

stabilizes 

A hydraulic jump occupies the test bed ~150cm upstream of the 

flume exit. The downstream flow comprises a series of free surface 

undulations. 

0:15  Flow adjusts 

and initiates 

plucking 

Shortly following a gate change, the trough of the jump migrates 

upstream. Plucking occurs in the trough between the hydraulic jump 

and the first free surface undulation.   

0:30 Plucking When the plucked block travels downstream along the bed, it settles 

and acts like a step. Plucking downstream of the new “step” results. 

0:40  Flow adjusts Surface character changes rapidly and bed nature changes due to the 

settling of plucked blocks.  

1:15 Plucking; 

flow adjusts 

Additional plucking drives additional adjustment in the surface flow 

features. 

1:36  Flow 

changes 

Reduction in free surface oscillation prominence; jump weakens. 

1:40 Plucking Blocks downstream of upstream-most, top block layer pluck.   

1:43 Flow 

changes 

Surface features strengthen. Highlights feedback between plucking 

and surface features. 



1:55 Block 

accumulation 

Multiple blocks accumulate together in a cluster and force the jump 

upstream quickly.  

2:10  Block 

removal 

We removed a plucked block that had settled downstream as it was 

backing up the flow and limiting plucking. 

2:22 

 

  

Plucking The upstream, top-layer of model bedrock acts as a bedrock step. 

Though the blocks in the step are totally free to slide downstream, 

the blocks in the tile layer below the step pluck first.   

2:31 Plucking The blocks that comprise the upstream, top-layer slab slide 

downstream. Many of the blocks settle on the bed and force 

changes in the flow features. 

2:58 Plucking Blocks in the upstream, top-layer slab are vertically plucked in 

supercritical flow upstream of the jump. 

 

Supplemental Movie E: Block uplift and plucking in multilayer experiment 

Time (min:sec) Event Description 

0:04 Plucking 

initiates 

Block uplift begins in a low-amplitude surface oscillation. 

0:24 Bulging of 

block layers 

As the trough of the surface undulation travels downstream, blocks 

in the bed rise marginally in response. Bubbles are seen escaping 

from under the blocks.  

 

Supplemental Movie F: Flow structure analysis using PIV 

Time (min:sec) Event Description 

0:05 Initial flow 

conditions 

Particles within the flow are illuminated by the laser sheet. Flow is 

from left to right. Three plaster blocks are nestled in the specially-

built ceramic holder. Movie is played in real-time. 

0:17 Plucking Plucking of the center block occurs when the upstream edge of the 

block lifts and rotates into the flow. Frame rate is slowed. The block 

downstream quickly follows. 

0:21 Plucking The upstream-most block slides downstream and plucks via rotation 

when it encounters the ceramic slab.  

0:27 PIV results From top to bottom, the three panels show flow velocity vectors 

(m/s), vorticity (1/s) and illuminated particles in the flow captured 

with the high-speed camera. Block location within the ceramic slab 

is indicated in the bottom panel. Milliseconds are provided in the 

bottom left corner and plucking begins around 2400.  

0:55 Top panel 

changes from 

flow velocity 

to difference 

from mean 

velocity 

Replay of video and analysis leading up to the plucking event. Note 

that the top panel has changed from flow velocity to difference from 

mean velocity. Vectors indicate that there are moments when flow 

(likely turbulent flow structures) deviates from the average 

downstream direction.  

1:23 Repeat with 

slower frame 

rate 

This playback is constrained closer to the time of plucking and is 

played with a slowed frame rate. Note the turbulent vortices that 

pass over the blocks near t = 2400 milliseconds.  

 


